**Suggestion 2: TeamExpedition – Follow in the footsteps of the great explorers**

Europe – the continent of the great explorers. Christoph Columbus, Ferdinand Magellan or James Cook; all of them started their journey of discovery from Europe. You can also start a discovery tour with your team through the continents.

The participants will be travelling through Europa-Park’s attractive environment in small groups. With the help of the book of navigation they will find their way through numerous challenges which they will need to accomplish through creativity and team spirit.

All teams have the same goal – to find the huge treasure!

During the event the teams will compile a creative team map on a canvas. At the end those canvases will be put together and form a massive expedition map. A impressive souvenir from the day.

**Activity:**

- **“Land in sight!“**: Solve a mystery and funny activities all about Europe and the new world
- The ancient security code – strategy and team spirit is required
- The rescue from the “dangerous swamp“ – let’s of dynamics and action
- Prepared for all weather – make fire with simple appliances
- Supplies secured! – the hunt with bow and arrow

**Prices and services:**

**Duration:** 5-6 hours, outdoor  
**Included:** Supervision through team trainer, material  
**Not included:** Meals and drinks; entrance to Europa-Park

- up to 40 people: € 4,850  
- up to 80 people: € 8,250  
- Up to 120 people: € 10,450  
- up to 200 people: € 15,450

Events with up to 1,000 people are possible. Prices are excluding 19% VAT.

We will create your individual quote.

**Recommendation: (max. •••)**

- Team •••  
- Incentive •••  
- Fun & Action •••  
- Kick-Off •••